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Abstract

Polymer molding, liquid food freezing, alloy and metals solidification are processes often
found in industrial applications. The mathematical model used to describe natural con-
vection in the liquid and mushy zone along heat conduction include continuity, linear
momentum and energy non–linear coupled partial differential equations. The moving
boundary solidification problem is solved in terms of a temperature dependent liquid
phase change fraction. Numerical solutions are obtained by using the Finite Volume
Method with the SIMPLE classical segregated algorithm and a novel PSIMPLER one.
Cases investigated include conjugated 2D mixed convection / solidification pseudo–
plastic non–Newtonian solidification in square cavities and inside the annular space
between concentric horizontal cylinders. Dynamic time steps, non uniform staggered
grids are used along a new iterative implicit segregated algorithm to solve using suc-
cessive under–relaxation the governing discrete equations. Unsteady results describing
the fluid mechanics and heat transfer include: velocity and temperature distributions,
instantaneous location of the liquid–solid moving boundary for different physical appli-
cations in food freezing and alloy solidifications. Improvements in calculations speed
with the new pressure–velocity coupling algorithm are evaluated in terms of the gov-
erning dimensionless parameters.
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